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The Cape Town French School opens a new campus in Sea Point 

The new campus will host the pre-primary and primary schools in newly refurbished and upgraded 

facilities. The R20 million invested in the constructions will enable the school to welcome more 

international and South African families in state-of-the-art premises. 

 

Cape Town – October 15
th

. The Cape Town French School welcomed Western Cape Premier Helen Zille, MEC for 

Education Debbie Schäfer, MEC for Transport and Public Works Donald Grant and the French Ambassador to South 

Africa Elisabeth Barbier to the inauguration event organized yesterday.  

Helen Zille said “The project held by the French School has been awarded the tender through a very competitive and 

transparent process, in order to contribute to the larger rejuvenation programme of Cape Town, and particularly of Sea 

Point.”  

She added “The francophone community of Cape Town is perfectly embedded in the country’s multiculturalism and 

multilingualism, and providing the international and South African families of Cape Town with a wide and diverse 

educative offer including international schools is fundamental”.   

Elisabeth Barbier, the French Ambassador to South Africa, said “In those spacious and modern facilities, the 300 students 

of the primary school will now have the best conditions to study through both traditional teaching methods and innovative 

pedagogical content”.  

She highlighted that the strong cultural and economic relationships between South Africa and France would be 

strengthened by the long-lasting presence and continuous development of a French School in Cape Town.  

Christophe Viarnaud, Chairman of the French School’s Board, said “This strategic development of the French School will 

enable to serve the needs for quality education of a rising number of francophone residents in the Cape Town area, and 

the increasing interest in French education from South African families”.  

Having led this project in the past years, he highlighted that “The total investment in infrastructure and equipment of over 

R20 million would not have been possible without the commitment and generosity of several partners including a number 

of families and sponsors such as Total and TotalGaz, African Eagle, Tristan, 3C Metal, AGS, Methys and Orange, as well 

as the Western Cape Government, the French Assemblée Nationale and French Sénat”. 

Mr Viarnaud concluded saying: “We look forward to contribute to the development of the City of Cape Town by offering 

the best education supporting the two languages most spoken on the African continent”. 
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Launched in 1985, the French School evolved since then to diversify and upgrade its teaching. Since its inception in 2007, 

the school’s bilingual programme has attracted a number of South African and international families looking to provide a 

bilingual and internationally recognized education to their children. The French School is now home to 400 students from 

twenty-eight nationalities. It forms part of the largest network of international schools (the Agency for French Teaching 

Abroad), which comprises 485 schools in 130 countries.   

The King’s Road facilities, previously occupied by the Tafelberg Junior School, had been vacant since 2010. In 2013, the 

French school was awarded the competitive tender issued by the Western Cape Government, among the seven competing 

projects. The construction works were achieved in August 2014, featuring cutting-edge education facilities and an 

innovative mix of modern and heritage architecture.   

### 

For more information on this project or more pictures of the event please contact: 

Christophe Challe 

Media and communication officer 

cchalle@methys.com 

060 863 4216 / 021 911 0498 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Western Cape Premier Helen Zille and Chairman of the French School 

Christophe Viarnaud 

The refurbished school building 

Western Cape Premier Helen Zille 

400 parents, teachers and stakeholders attended the inauguration event 
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